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This last month, I have been giving you updates concerning all the 

projects in which we are investing at both parishes and how we have 

been able to complete them on a shoestring budget. Last week, I 

received an email from one of my colleagues and friends from Joliet, a 

musician from one of the first churches I served. He said to me that if we 

keep doing what we are doing, the diocese is going to audit us again 

like they did at my last parish, which is true. I laughed at his comment 

and I responded by saying, “I am not sure if another diocesan audit 

would be an insult towards me (thinking I am trying to do something 

deceptive with money) or if would be a complement to our parishes for 

actually being able to take a mustard seed and turning it into a plant. 

As you know, I have been giving you the conventional prices for 

repairs that need to be completed in our churches. At St. Anne’s, the 
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parish can afford the changes in a more conventional sense but with a 

$234,000 debt that St. Patrick’s in Momence owns the diocese, we have 

to be more creative. Jim Wright from the Diocesan Insurance Office 

lamented with me that he could not write down every campus problem 

over in Momence because the work we would need to complete would 

have been overwhelming. Moreover, the parish does not have $60,000 to 

fix a roof or $75,0000 to complete a bathroom project. With the bishop’s 

letter that came out this week that parish closures would happen in 

earnest in the near future, we have a sense of urgency to get our 

parishes updated for practicality’s sake (the Diocese of Madison recently 

announced that they soon will be reducing 102 parishes to 70 in the near 

future, the Archdiocese of Milwaukee will reduce their number by two-

thirds and you already have seen what has been done in the 

Archdiocese of Chicago – this trend seems to be taking place 

nationwide). 

As we have stated, in today’s economy, there is no way you are going 

to get conventional monies to repair our facilities or remove our debt. 
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However, we also have people who are tradesmen and women, people 

who can undertake these projects very well if we implement the “time 

and talent” portion of stewardship. At my last parish, I built friendships 

with a group of faithful who made up our “morning breakfast group.” 

For over twenty years, I built relationships with these goo folks who 

responded to my requests for help by donating “seed money” to 

projects that we were able to complete with little strain on our parish 

budgets. 

For instance, one of my parishes beckoned for a special needs’ 

bathroom in our church (the one we had consisted of a toilet under a 

stairwell that required a user to “duck their head” when using the 

facilities). With the morning breakfast’s group seed money of $10,000, 

we were able to get my “house flipper” Wally Martin to remove the 

stairwell above the bathroom, get a bathroom fixture company to donate 

parts from an exposition that they had (where those items could not be 

resold), expand the bathroom and complete a bunch of other tasks that 

would normally have cost the parish hundreds of thousands of dollars 
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(a neighboring parish completed a similar project for $50,000, without 

removing a stairwell).  

The same parishioners lamented their desire for an adoration chapel 

for constant use. My morning breakfast group donated $40,000 to that 

cause. With that money, I travelled on my own dime to Pittsburgh, PA 

and Grand Rapids, MI and Mobile, AL to acquire old pews and statues 

and other furnishings for a chapel that could not be built any other way. 

We ended up putting “laminate-stained glass windows” over the clear 

ones we had to give the appearance and feel of a church. Volunteer 

parishioners punched a hole through the church wall into a classroom, 

reconfigured the room to turn it into a chapel and I received a donation 

for a tabernacle that also functioned as a monstrance, allowing the 

faithful to open and close the door for adoration without having to 

touch the Blessed Sacrament. We also installed a security system in the 

chapel which turned out to be a promising idea, as a member of the city 

currently is enjoying state hospitality for trying to rob our chapel. 
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In this project, we ended up taking an organ from one of the old 

funeral homes, we removed the motherboard of that organ, got someone 

to dip it in contact solution to get off all the mouse droppings, re-

soldered the connections, and the chapel organ was good as new. We 

also purchased a baptismal font for $140 that originally came from 

Germany so that we could offer small baptisms, funerals and other 

services in the chapel. 

In the end, the chapel looked as if it were an extension of our church, 

as if it had existed there the whole time. The diocese came in, took a look 

at our chapel, valued it at a quarter million dollars and subsequently 

audited the parish. The diocese wanted to know where we got a quarter 

million dollars for a chapel when the parish owed the diocese a 

significant debt at the time. 

At the same parish, one of the couples from my morning breakfast 

group had been married for twenty-five years but never got their 

marriage blessed in church. There was nothing holding them back in 
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getting married in the Church; they just never got around to getting the 

marriage blessed. 

The husband eventually asked me to celebrate the marriage; the 

husband was a paver by trade; he did black topping and parking lots 

and things of that nature. One of my deep pockets served as the best 

man for this couple’s wedding. After the wedding, the deep pocket gave 

his friend and newly married Catholic groom a check for $70,000 to redo 

my former parish’s dilapidated parish parking lot to help this family’s 

business and, in the process, to help my former parish in a project we 

could never accomplish on our own. The couple’s marriage was blessed 

and the lot of our parish got repaved. 

When the project was completed, the diocese came in and saw what 

we accomplished and they audited us again. In addition to the lot, two 

council members from the area bought me a lot behind our parking lot 

that was connected by a gully that I had to buy out of pocket for $1,000 

in order to connect the parking lot to the empty lot behind the property. 

Separating the two sections of property was an old limestone wall that 
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was part of the old church from 1850 which our insurance agent said 

was a hazard to the parish. 

We ended up finding someone to take the limestone wall (which they 

took to their business for free) and got a couple people to build a 

retaining wall that separated both sections of the property to prevent 

earth from flowing on to our parking lot. As a favor to us, the city cut 

down a couple trees from the lot, ground down the tree stumps, too 

away the refuse and inadvertently kept mowing the lawn of the back 

lot, thinking the city still owned the property (no matter what we said to 

them, they just kept mowing the lawn). 

In the process, we ended up expanding the property and the diocese 

wanted to see my deed from the gully I purchased that connected the 

two pieces of land. I gladly gave them the deed – what was I going to do 

with an empty gully that got leveled out? 

A few years later, the wife of this paver ended up dying and I had the 

honor of celebrating that funeral over at St. Joseph’s Church in Joliet. 

Thanks to Father Tim Andres and the husband, John Lucas, our parish 
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was exceedingly blessed that we were able to take care of both him and 

his wife. I was blessed that Don and Sue Cordano and the friends at that 

breakfast table became part of my life and I hope, in some way, I was so 

blessed to be in theirs.  

What I have learned in the world of Time & Talent is that if you take 

these little seeds, you can turn them into plants and you end up helping 

out parishes that are struggling. I have learned that these projects could 

never be about me – I am nothing but a useless servant doing what God 

has asked me to do. In the end, God is asking souls like you and me to 

take care of the local communities that we serve. In the end, I have to 

stand before God, just like you do, and I have to answer for what I have 

done to help all of you in God’s name. 

I am asking you to do the same thing. You have seen what we have 

been able to do with gym bathrooms, roofs and sidewalks and the like. 

Lornie Klonowski’ s son just crawled up our rafters at St. Anne’s to 

change lights because, as he told me, he is a parishioner at St. Anne’s 

and he loves St. Anne’s! 
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Most of all, we need to see you in the pews – we need to see you 

praying with us and supporting our life building a relationship with 

God. We need to see you responding to this life of prayer by doing your 

part in helping keep up this parish. The bishop is going to make 

challenging decisions on which parishes to close – in my heart, I do not 

think he will close St. Patrick’s in Momence because the Hispanic 

community is growing leaps and bounds, the only demographic in our 

Church and country that is growing. In my heart, I do not think he will 

close St. Anne’s because it is a national shrine that has cured scores of 

people (close the Church and you deprive the faithful of being healed). 

Next week, we will insert “Time and Talent” forms in the bulletins, 

imploring you to get involved in the prayer, faith and service life of the 

Church. We all need to be servants of God – the gospel message 

demands us. Please consider prayerfully whether you care about this 

parish or not and the manner in which you can serve it by sitting in 

these pews with the rest of us and supporting God’s house by inviting 

those who are lost to come back to their home parishes and supporting 
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the cause of God and sharing this message of hope with all people that 

we meet. This is our prayer. 
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